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To und·erstand better the story "We Did", a combat history in words and
pictures, we must know of the U. S. Naval [onstruction Battalions, how
they were burn, and what their purpose was in a global war, fought to
make men walk free.
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The need for construction men under Navy supervision was recognized in 1842, so the Navy created its Civil Engineer Corps, responsible for the building of docks, warehouses, radio stations, and
dry docking facilities for the repairing of disabled ships of the fleet.
The corps then, and for many years after, was composed of a few
officers graduated from Annapolis, who were given an additional
three year course at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Because under
policies enunciated in the Monroe Doctrine our Navy was considered
a defensive weapon, little was done to extend our naval establishments
before World War II. As late as 1930 the entire planning and administration program was carried on by 126 officers.
Vice Admiral Ben Moreen, Chief of the Bureau of Yards and
Docks, feared the consequences of our policy of marking time, and
his cry was "Let's get in, or get out!" By 1941 we had 70,000 civilians
at advanced bases. Admiral Moreen had his doubts about using
civilians in the forward areas, but as the system then stood, nothing
else was possible; CEC officers, being staff officers, could not command Navy personnel. The Admiral wondered what would happen
to these workers under a bombing attack. In December 1941, he got
his answer. The J aps swarmed onto Guam. Without means of defending themselves, the civilian construction workers were an easy
conquest.
Not only · did they lack weapons and knowledge of how to use
them, they were without the protection given a soldier under International Law. Had they elected to defend themselves by arms, they
would have been classed as guerillas and shot ...
The story was the same at Wake and Cavite.
The Navy was forced to the conclusion that defenseless laborer_?
would have to be replaced by construction men who could fight as
well as build. On December 28, 1941, formation of the first regiment
was authorized with 3,300 men and officers. One year and th_!ee
days later-December 31, 1942-the 77th Battalion, about whom
this volume is written, was activated at Camp Peary, Va.
From the first the Seabees took unto themselves two mottos"Can Do," and "We Build, We Fight." Seldom have mottos been
so completely lived up to. The recurrent history of each ba.ttalion
has been: Activation, Training, Assignment, Can You?, Can Do,
WE DID!!
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We then are the Seabees, the men who build-and when the need
arises, fight. We are the men who. built the air strips, the roads,
the tank farms, the dry docks all over the world. We are the men
who have built a new tradition, a tradition of work in the midst of
war, the Can Do boys of the U . S. Navy. We built the roads to
Tokyo and laid the ramps that sent the planes winging on their way.
We are not regular Navy, and by the very nature of our work
and the speed with which it must be accomplished, we never can be.
But ask the sailors, the soldiers, the marines, and they will tell you
that we are their brothers-in-arms, and that they are proud to have
fought with us. In our outfits the ship fitters lay concrete, the
carpenters mates become electricians, the yeomen dig ditches, and the
cooks and messmen lay pierced plank matting-all men do all jobs.
When there is work to be done all hands lay to, and only when the
job is squared away do we go back to our regular job, or take time
off for a beer or a short snort of torpedo juice.
We have met schedules which in 1940 the greatest and the least
of us would have called impossible, but those schedules had to be
taken in stride-they were a part of the master combat plan, and had
we failed in our mission, whole plans of strategy might well have
failed. A tank farm had to be completed in seventeen and one half
days after D-date, for at that time a tanker which had left the
states would arrive, an air strip had to be completed in 21 days, for
in 21 days the first plane would come breezing in for a landing. We
worked with our hands, with our heads, with our hearts-we worked
with tools and without them, we worked on 8, 12, 24 hour shiftswe were construction men in uniform, trained for war with a job to
do. WE DID.
Building in a forward area can not be achieved without fighting
and many are the tall tales of heroism, all true, which have become
a part of the growing Seabee lore- the story of the "Fighting Fortieth" which moved into Los Negros, fought with the army and won
a Presidential Unit Citation; the account of Aurelio Tassone, who
drove his bulldozer down the ramp of an LST, lifted its blade for
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protection and leveled a J ap pillbox, burying its 12 occupants alive; and of course
how Leslie E. Sammons of the 77th brought in a Jap whom he flushed out while
uprooting cocoanut trees with a bulldozer. The Jap soldier had been hiding in a
tree top when the dozer took him out. As he hit the ground Sammons charged him
with a monkey wrench. The Jap meekly gave up . . . . We Build, We Fight!
And Seabee ingenuity, what of that? We made bull fiddles out of oil drums,
violins out of native mahogany on Guadalcanal, sight-seeing boats out of sunken
barges; drove piles without pile drivers, built bridges before our equipment could
get to us. On Bougainville, although bombed 60 times by the Japs, Seabees on
their own time rigged up an ice cream fa.ctory which supplied 30 gallons of the
world's best ice cream to these fighting builders. Perhaps these examples seem
trivial in the light of the sul)stantial contributions to total victory which the Seabees have made, but they reveal the snirit of the men. How are you going to
discount men who can go through 60 bcmbings and come out making ice cream?
We are famous now, this group begun so few years ago-famous for our work,
famous for our fights, famous for our ability to make something out of nothing,
but we are famous for other things, too, not the least of which is our CHOW.
Many are the Marines and soldiers who h<tve come to Seabee mess halls for a
hot meal. Tre 77th never sat down to a mea.l without at least one guest. Some of
these were famous. many more were just GI's on the line who could do with
something hot inside. The 77th Welcome Mat was always out, not one meal chit
was ever issued to one of these guests.
So it went for four long arduous years, move up, move in, build up, roll down,
clear out, haul dirt, tamp strips, lay mats, move out, start again. The pattern has
been set, the die cast. The Seabees are in, in to stay, in as a part of the fighting
team of the United States. Construction men in uniform, trained to build by years
of experience, trained to fight by Uncle Sam, ready to turn Can Do into We Did
whenever and wherever the need for construction engineers is greatest. And now
for the story of the 77th, one of the best of the many which fought and built in
World War II.
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We Didf To me this i,s more than a title. It is an actuality and
a symbol of your accomplishments.
As I look back over the record, I feel fortunate and honored

to have served as -your leader. No other construction battalion
has been privileged to work at so many well-known places J

historic Guadalcanal with Henderson Field and Kokumbona Beach,
Juno River and Ruravai at Vella lavella, Empress Augusta Bay with
Piva Air Strip at Bougainville, Emirau with H~mburg Bay, Australia,
and finally Corregidor, Cavite and Sangley Point in the Philippines.
At each of these places your work and accomplishments contributed materially to the downfall of our enemy. To you belongs

a

full measure of the victory attained.
You have aU done a splendid iob, surmounting all obstacles,
while performing miracles of construction which pi!Jyed such an
important role in our air operations and fqrward movements.
'}

let us all pay a silent tribute to those men who gave their
lives in the performance of their duty and thank God for His
guidance qnd protection. With iustifiable pride in your achievements and outstanding
performances, I tender my deepest appreciation to each and
every one of you, and extend_ b~st wishes for your continued
well-being and success.
C. T. WENDE

{3.7/r~
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, a~~ce

has come Ol')c:e m'ore to the world. A full share of the·

':<:"···1·'<'

honor:\·and gratitude. for the victory which made peace possible
sv

.

belongs' to our: battalion. Starting with the initial offensive at
Guadalcanq,l, the bgtt~lion participated in constructing one of the
,. A

gredte:~~ Lproi~;~t~ in bJ~fory, "The Road to Tokyo."

,giVer] ' their lives in full devotion to duty,

"v (;l;~i"th. jndelible everlasting wounds,

of ' pride and satisfaction that
l

t?ffic~r

during the greater part of . our

n ··Of each of you in carrying out the

'

·c in the history of the Sea bees. .

· ~#z~

.... . . ...--

31 Dec. 1942-Formed at NCTC, Camp Peary, Wil-

.,-"'!"'

liamsburg, Va.
31 Mar. 1943-Transferred to NCTC, Davisville, R. I.
1 Apr. 1943-Arrived NCTC, Davisville, R. I.
24 May 1943 -Departed NCTC, Davisville.
30 May 1943- Arrived ABD, Port Hueneme, Calif.
2 Aug. 1943-Departed ABD, Port Hueneme, for overseas.
3 Sept. 1943-Arrived Guadalcanal.
23 Sept. 1943-First Echelon consisting of six officers
and 314 men departed Guadalcanal.
25 Sept. 1943--First Echelon arrived Vella La Vella.
29 Sept. 1943- Second Echelon (main body) consisting of 19 officer s and 690 men departed Guadalcanal. Rear Echelon of three officers and 29 men
remained at Guadalcanal.
1 Oct. 1943-Second Echelon
Vella La Vella.

(main body)

arrived

7 Nov. 1943- Third Echelon consisting of 18 men de..P

parted Guadalcanal. (This included men who were ·
evacu ated and returned.)
10 Nov. 1943-Third Echelon arrived Vella La Vella.
8 Dec. 1943- F irst Echelon (main body) consisting of
23 officers and 886 men departed Vella La Vella.
Second Echelon consisting of one officer and 65
men remained at Vella La Vella.
10 Dec. 1943 - First E c he Ion (main body) arrived
Bougainville.
17 Jan. 1944- Second Echelon consisting of one officer
and 60 m en departed Vella La Vella. Third Echelon consisting of five men remained at Vella La
Vella.
19 Jan. 1944-Second Echelon arrived Bougainville.
16 Feb. 1944- Third Echelon departed Vella La Vella.
18 Feb. 1944-Third Echelon arrived Bougainville.
27 Mar. 1944-Rear Echelon consisting of two officers
and 22 men departed Guadalcanal.
29 Mar. 1944- R ear Echelon arrived Bougainville.

~

11 Apr. 1944-Entire Battalion departed Bougainville.
14 Apr. 1944-Entire Battalion arrived Emirau.
16 Dec. 1944- Forward Echelon (main body) consisting of 27 officers and 810 m en departed Emirau.
Rear Echelon of t wo . officers and 101 men remained at Emirau.

~ . 77111 Nf!8
22 Dec. 1944-Forward Echelon (main body) anived
Brisbane, Australia.
4 Apr. 1945-First Echelon consisting of two officers
and two men

departe ~l

Brisbane.

8 Apr. 1945- First Echelon anived Sangley Point
(Cavite, P. I.)
17 Apr. 1945- Second Echelon consisting of eight men
departed Brisbane.
23 Apr. 1945- Second Echelon arrived Sangley Point.
24 Apr. 1945-The Officer-in-Charge, Comdr. C. T.
Wen de, departed Brisbane.
2:: Apr. 1945-Rear Echelon depa rted Emirau.

"'v Apr. 1945-Comdr. C. T . Wende arrived Sangley
Point.
2 May

19~5-Rear

Echelon arrived Brisbane.

....._

~

13 May 1945 - Third Echelon consisting of one officer
and 60 men departed Brisbane.

--·~~

--~~

15 May 1945- Fourth Echelon (ma.in body) consisting
of 15 officers and 590 m en depa1tecl Brisbane.
Rear Echelon consisting cf four officers and 201
men remained Brisbane.
15 May 1945- Third Echelon anived Sangley Point.
21 May 1945- Two Echelons, Fifth and Sixth respectively, disembarked from ship at Milne Bay to f ly
to Sangley Pt. ; consisting of one officer and 30
m en each.
}

Fourt11 Echelon (m::tin body) , th en

consisting of 13 officers a nd 530 m en r em ained
aboard ship enroute to Sangley Point.
27 May 1945-Fifth Echelon departed Milne Bay.
29 May 1945-Fifth Echelon a rrived Sa ngley Point .
3 June 1945-Sixth Echelon departed Milne Bay.
5 June 1945- Sixth Echelon a rrived Sangley Point.

t ..

13 June 1945-Fourth Echelon (main body ) arrived
Sa ngley Point.
7 July 1945-First flight of R ear Echelon left Brisbane. Movem ent of Rear Ech elon, consisting of
four officers and 169 men, was made by a ir in 11
flights.
6 Aug. 1945-Flight eleven of the Rear Echelon arrived Sa ngley Point.
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Dedication ceremonies at Camp Endicott

•

As bells were ringing out the old year, 1942, the

order drill, extended order drill, instruction in the

77th U. S. Naval Construction Battaliop was origi-

use of weapons, military manners, camp details;

nated at Camp Peary, Williambsurg, Va. The Bat-

and the wet, cold climate with the oozy, slimy mist

talion complement was 28 officers and 1,200 en-

that was Camp Peary, soon had the mates in tip-

listed men. It took no more than the end of the

top shape and ready for advanced military training.

week of Navy life to convince us we were not at

On March 31, 1943 the battalion shoved off for

Williamsburg to see the sights or go whistling

Camp Endicott, Davisville, R. I., and arrived in the

through a war. We were there to learn the grim

early hours of a windy morning, tired, but squared

business of waging war. We were learning the

away for the tasks that lay ahead. While there we

best methods of destruction so that we could pro-

had the honor of participating in the dedication

ceed with construction. The speed with which we

ceremonies of Camp Endicott. And then, finally,

received our physical examinations, clothing, gear,

before a vast crowd of onlookers who had gathered

haircuts, and those unforgettable shots with the

on the parade ground for the special occasion, the

square needle amazed us. Little did we know of the

77th was officially commissioned and we received

life that was in store for us for the next weeks-

our standards. We had learned much, and because

no, months that developed into years.

he felt that we would best indicate the caliber of

Life at Peary was not easy as we went through

training Seabees were receiving, the base command-

that All-American torture period prescribed for

er chose us as the battalion to be reviewed by a

a "Boot's" first three months in the Navy. Close

group of high Navy and Congressional leaders the
25

week after our commissioning. This was the first

into the station, and a lot of "Yes, Sir," "No, Sir,"

of many honors for the officers and men of the

"No excuse, Sir" was saved.

77th.

California didn't offer as many opportunities a::;

The advanced military training program drew

the Mates had planned for. We were too busy.

rapidly to a close as we moved into the last week

Military training, scho?ls, procurement of supplies

of May in 1943, and preparations were in order for

and equipment occupied most of our hours, and we

our shipment to Port Hueneme, Calif., our embar-

were not given time to speculate on how soon we

kation point for new worlds to conquer and rebuild.

would be shoving off for the work ahead.

We looked forward to the trip. "California, Here

By the end of July 1943, the. scuttlebutt began

We Come" -the "Golden land of opportunity" was

to fly: We would be sailing within the coming

to be ours for a while!

week. It proved right (for a wonder) ! On August

We arrived, how and by what route was a mili-

2 we said farewell to old and new loved ones,

tary secret. Some of the mates traveled in prac-

boarded ship, and took a long loving look at sunny

tically all the states in the Union, but we finally ar-

California.

rived after only a full week. "The lost platoon"

and quietly slipped out into the vast blue Pacific.

of Company B made history when it missed the

The time had come and we were on our way to

train and was left stranded in one of the small

Island X. There was much sweat and labor ahead,

towns of Illinois. An alert train conductor discov-

and many months of hard fighting and hard build-

ered the loss in time, the train was stopped, backed

ing before we were to ship back to the USA.

That evening our ship lifted anchor

Eyes Right
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On the Sea, on the Sea, on the Beautiful Sea .. ..

whale go by-good fun after its over, but we land-

But, Mate, most of us didn't find it too beautiful

lubber sailors laughed out of the other sides of our

those first nights and days afloat. We were sick,

mouths when it happened that first trip out.

but good. That was one period when the Seabees

155 degrees Longitude, West. Ask one of the 77th

were as tame as kittens and as unwilling to eat as

mates and they'll tell you that that's the point at

a baby after two bottles of milk. However, every-

which, on August lOth, we crossed the equator. Oh

thing ends, and so did our bout with mal de mer.

happy day, happy place, now we could become Shell-

Once we got used to being swayed, we ate, but

backs, full-fledged members of the domain of Nep-

ravenously.

tunus Rex. No longer would we be lowly Polly-

The skipper quit worrying that we

wouldn't be worth much when we arrived at-well

wogs.

wherever it was we were going.

The initiation ceremonies began early. Amidship

Our days did not lag. Most of us had never seen

a throne was erected and occupied by King N ep-

the ocean, and each day brought new experiences.

tune (in person) and his lovely bride. Old Neptune

Just before dusk each evening our orchestra, full

looked as if he had been called but couldn't go-

of talented mates, kept us highly entertained. Then

dead for years and just too tired to lie down.

there were the bridge games and poker games ad

bride was the last thing in pin-ups, with her yellow

infinitum-the rich got richer and the poor ...

rope hair, her flopping breasts, and legs which one

The

At night the ship was completely blacked out

can find only on a knob-kneed Duncan Phyfe table.

above deck, and for the first time we experienced

This handsome, loving couple presided at the cere-

the luminous wonder of phosporescent water. At

monies. They were accompanied by their bouncing

times the entire surface of the water around the

baby boy, the fattest man on the ship, draped in

ship was lighted with marine life. When lights were

a diaper. Davey Jones, the other member of the

out in the wash rooms, the sea water glowed and

royal court sat at the king's right.

shimmered in the wash bowls. Mate, you can laugh

A judge and jury tried each case, very formally.

now, but did you ever expect an ene;.ny submarine

King Neptune appointed the prosecuting attorney,

to come in sight at any minute and then see a

and we had a special attorney appointed to defend

A't/
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us (to no avail). Our lawyer was a dandy-he more

lected, we think, for their ability to wield a hefty

often helped the prosecution! Approved apparel for

paint brush).

appearance before the court consisted of shorts. We

Next came the stockade and the brig, where we

found, after several of the mates had tried it, that

were liberally saturated with the nectar of N ep-

to attempt a pair of dungarees was most distasteful

tune's realm-water to you, mate. Released from

to the King, and instead of easing the wear and

the brig, we were met by a mild-looking fellow, the

tear, only hurt us more in the end.

King's barber. On the way our fannies were again

Each man appeared with his summons before
the court for being a Pollywog.

The sentences

varied, but the favorite was "The Works," as the
jury so blandly put it.

toasted with paddlies. The barber placed us in his
chair and proceeded to shear our heads-quite frantically. At the same time, the barber's assistant applied lather, made of flour, to our face with a
four-inch stucco brush. Just as soon as the barber

"The Works" meant a long ordeal. The first step

_finished, the chair was tilted backward and we

was to make the King's baby laugh by kissing him

landed in a tank of water five feet deep. Each time

on the rump. As we stooped over to carry out this

we came up we were ducked. But all was not over,

command, the paddles descended on our rears. If

for the paddles, ever ready, made coming out of

the kiss didn't tickle enough to make Baby titter,

that tank an ordeal not to be forgotten. At one

over we went again to repeat the · procedure.

time the ceremony was delayed when one of the

Each Pollywog had to be examined by the King's
personal physician. While the tongue was held out,

officers lost his false teeth in the tank. Fortunately,
they were retrieved by our salvage divers.

a tongue depressor piled high with horseradish

And so we became Shellbacks. It took several

mixed with a vile concoction was placed in the

days to wash off the paint and several months for

mouth. This morsel we were forced to swallow.

the shorn locks to grow back, but we took it in

During the physical we were given an overall coat-

stride, and, in the tradition of Neptune's realm we

ing of gentian violet by the doctor's assistants (se-

were acclaimed true and loyal sons.
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3 September 1943 ... a date not to be forgotten
by the men of the 77th Battalion. 3 September, arrived, Guadalcanal. The name itself was portentous,
it had leaped at us from newspaper headlines for
months; we had pored over the stories of fierce
sea battles that had raged off these shores and the
bloody struggles of our marine comrades in arms
to secure this unheard of piece of land, Guadalcanal
the first great name on the bloody road back-and
now we were there.
To be sure, we had stopped at N oumea, New Caledonia, but only for a brief pause enroute. We
needed that pause. We had left Hueneme on August
2nd with Lt. Commander L. F. Hammond in charge,
and we had come the whole way on the Dutch
Freighter, Weltevreden, making her maiden voyage
as a transport. Thirty-one days at sea is no mean
voyage, and we were ready to get ashore.
GUADALCANAL! Magic Name! Work lay
ashore, and we were ready for it, mate. HENDERSON FIELD, airfield that the Japs had built, only
to be forced off and see American aircraft taking
off laden with flaming death for their brothers.
We stood on deck straining our eyes to see through
the darkness . . . we were below gathering our
field packs, sweating, grumbling, swearing as someone stepped on a hand or a foot ... finally getting
squared away and getting back on deck.
Through the milky dawn, we could see a coastline blanketed in wooly gre~n with mountainous terrain inland. As the ship nosed into shallower
waters, details of the coast became more clear. It

was a green blanket of ;>aim fronds with the trunks
of coconut trees for supports. We could now make
out a road along the beach with military traffic
moving on its inexorable way. The diesels stopped.
Anchors dropped, their chains clattering out of
the chain lockers. The 77th had arrived!
After 31 days at sea the time spent waiting for
the 6th Special Battalion to come out and ferry us
ashore seemed interminable. Except for a few
members of the personnel detailed to remain
aboard, we hit the beach with Acorn 11, our fellow
passengers.
This was KOKUMBONA BEACH; we knew it as
MAGGOT BEACH, so named because of the countless bloated Jap corpses bobbing in this surf and
on the sands. It was the site of the last stand the
Japs made on Guadal, t he scene of one of the most
bloody struggles in the SOLOMONS. Maggot
Beach stank from rotting human flesh. Later our
bulldozers, working along the beach, were to turn
up decomposing bodies that had been ground down
into the sand. Cool breezes coming across t he beach
often were laden with the odor of death. That's
one of the things the combat soldier in the forward
areas doesn't forget, and can't describe-we were
being initiated to the smell of war.
The scene ashore was confusion. Supplies finally
began to trickle in from our ship and were being
hustled along to the compound. Water was procured. 'T he cooks set up a galley of sorts and prepared to feed the hungry mob. Our first meal, however, was necessarily C rations.

On Guadalcanal Beach

Tents could not be brought ashore that night, so
each of us broke open his field pack, found a mate,
buttoned the two shelter halves together and set
up light housekeeping. The coconut grove in which
we bivouacked was pocked with abandoned foxholes and the ground was strewn with spilled,
unfired ammunition, American and Japanese. When
darkness came to halt the work, we sauntered over
to the adjacent Marine camp for some fresh scuttlebutt. From these veterans we learned that the
red-tipped cartridges were tracers that fitted our
Springfields. Fourth of July on the third of September-we fouled up the MAA's sleep as we fired
the tracers. This new form of diversion soon wore
off (or the shells gave out) .
D plus one we set up our 16 by 16 pyramid tents
according to camp layout. Foxholes had to be filled
in, our predecessors had dug them in the wrong
places for our purposes; new ones had to be dug.
One group of the Acorn men accidentally dug into
what had evidently been a Japanese officer's cache.
They discovered two seabags and a box containing
clothing, starred helmet, bayonet, two pistols, medical supplies, radio, batteries, and binoculars. That
did it. Our private treasure hunt was on.
By this time the work of unloading the Sea Bass
was on in earnest. Day and night the barges shuttled between the beach and the ship. Trucks dug
their way through the sand between the beach and
the compound. 'Dozers were set to work repairing
the unpaved trails and ramps as fast as the trucks
ground them up; swing cranes were picking up
and spitting out supplies at either end of the trail;
generators were set humming all night providing
power for the flood lights at beach and compound,
stopping only for "Washing Machine Charlie's"
warning wail and starting again as soon as the
"all clear" came. The 77th had started work-we
were on the road to Tokyo.
Did you ever see a good sized freighter unloaded?
You can hardly believe so much can come out of
one. We worked around the clock (with no time
and a half), we worked hard, and we worked 24
hours getting our supplies off the Sea Bass, but
the official report had this to say when we had
completed the work : "Our tonnage unloaded September ninth established a new high for one ship
for naval units staging at Guadalcanal."
Problem one was met and solved with typical Seabee Can Do spirit. The beach road passed through
our camp, and traffic on it promised to snarl up our
unloading operations. We fixed that, and quickly,
by cutting a road around back of our camp, between the jungle and the grove we occupied, allowing traffic to by-pass us.
'The jungle beyond this back road was interesting-too interesting. Guards were posted within:
sight of one another along this road to keep any
stray Japs from infiltrating into our camp, and
to keep souvenir hunters and couriosity-consumed
bees of the 77th from trying to infiltrate the jungle.
In this tangled mass of vegetation were a thousand
abandoned Jap bivouacs, foxholes, and lair-like hiding places beneath the roots of trees, Jap gun~
powder covered with hungry ants, blasted and
burned-out tanks and trucks, Jap mess gear from
which you could cut out the engraved lettering for
a souvenir bracelet, Jap canteens and helmets, shallow graves where wild boars had rooted up the

bones, J ap skulls bleached white, bangalore torpedoes, land mines, booby trap detonators, flares,
and countless yards of thin, spaghetti-sized Japanese telephone wire. We were told to keep out of
there. A few days before a Marine patrol had found
two American bodies back in the hills. Who? We
couldn't tell. They'd been decapitated. We stayed
out.
And then we met the natives. Every morning
they would file down our back road on their way
from the village to the bush. Each adult carried
a long knife. Pa was at the head of the procession,
followed by the women, then the older children, then
the youngsters. When they came back, around noon,
each carried bananas or a bundle of edible leaves or
roots on his head. As they passed one of us they
"smiled big" waved, and said, "Hello" or "good
morning." You got that "good morning" at any
time of the day. The chief of the village spoke understandable English, but most of the villagers got
by with only the two greetings.
The native village, on the road about a hundred
yards north of our camp, had a few thatched-roof
huts built of poles covered with leaves gathered in
the bush and secured with thorns. Set on a knoll
worn bare and hard packed by the tread of the
natives' unshod feet, it was surrounded by unkempt patches of yams, pineapples, and whatever
else edible they had tucked away in that green confusion. Here they lived-slept, ate, and sat down to
wait for Americans to come and buy souvenirs or
trade. They were always in the market for pipes
or musical instruments.
The chief had a large can well stuffed with
American dollars. One of the mates asked him
what he was going to do with so much money.
"Someday," he said, "American Captain open big
store here. Then I buy many things for my people."
We had noticed from the very first that these
natives were different from any dark-skinned race
we had ever seen. In answer to our questions, the
· Chief told us that they were "Melanesians." Being
Melanesian is something deeper than speaking a
like language or have the same mores and folkways.
It was a part of their build, their features, the way
they walked, and in their composite personalities.
They were lovably simple. One of them who had
come from his village "two days away" approached
the guard on the back road, thrust out his arm
with a battered wrist watch strapped on it and
asked, "You make watch walk?"
On opening the back the mechanism was found
full of mud and water. The guard replaced the
back and handed it back to the native, saying, "Too
much water . . . Too much dirt . . . Watch never
walk again."
'T he black man strapped on the watch, shook his
head mournfully and said: "Bad deal, bad deal!"
and walked on.
There was enough novelty in their appearance
to capture our attention. They were a shiny jet
black and they stood proudly erect. They walked
with the grace of people who have never been
touched by barbaric modes of dress developed by
western culture. Many of the men bleached their
tight-curled black hair with lime juice, turning it
blonde. The women were close-shorn. Most proud
males had their faces tatooed. They loved bright
colored combs, and as many as could find them
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wore them proudly, in their hair. Almost all wore
something around their necks-a string of shark
teeth, a shell necklace, cross and chain-the sign
of western missionaries-or a G. I. dog tag. The
adults, men and women alike wore loin cloths.
while the children wore no clothing at all. In their
village they slept on folding canvas cots, picked
up at abandoned camps and they carried water in
battered G. I. buckets.
We were at Guadalcanal a scant month, yet a
great deal was accomplished. We stopped there
mainly for staging purposes. In addition to the work
of unloading the Sea Bass and preparing for the expedition to VELLA LA VELLA, we helped considerably in building up the island. Our men can
feel proud that they had a part in the building of
Henderson Field. We had several details at work
on facilities there through a good many raids to
which this field was being subjected nightly at that
time. We had a road building job at DOMO COVE
near SAVO ISLAND, just below POINT ESPERANCE. This locality was fairly saturated with
some 40,000 Japs who were the first to splash up
against the rising tide of American might. It was
off these shores that America had lost three cruisers and Australia lost the Canberra in an historic
sea fight.
We did have fun at Guadalcanal. The band, under
the direction of Wilbert Klein, provided some priceless entertainment. They would pile into a truck
in the evening near the new Ship's Service and
play numbers we had danced to and sung so recently in the States. Some evenings a part of the
band would get together in one of the company
streets for a jam session and a crowd would soon
surround them. As an organization the band played
for the MOB 8 show and for the patients at MOB 8
Hospital. 'They put on a special show for the casualties from the first wave of the Vella La Vella
Expedition. And they made us all sing, and forget
that this was a pin point on an island, thousands of
miles from the Stork Club or the Blue Moon or
the Dew Drop Inn.
The 'Canal was a land of firsts for us. First
work overseas, first outdoor movie in the rain, first
acquaintance with the friendly little green lizards
(probably the truest aborigines of the Solomon
Islands). First Chapel-We set it up, our first
overseas chapel, ;md Chaplain Goff of the 77th and
Chaplain Rice of Acorn 11 officiated at Protestant
and Catholic Divine services respectively. It was
a 20 by 50 hospital tent set high with the side
walls flared out, pitched near the water where it
was cool. The frRnt of the tent was decorated with
green palm fronds and we sat facing the sea. A

field organ was used in the services, and a good
choir was organized with the help of J. W. Raffensperger. Who is to say that this chapel was not
the scene of greater and more devout worship than
any of us had previously experienced?
Here we built our first mess hall-don't think we
didn't want THAT first-good chow makes good
soldiers.
Here, for the first time, we saw planes shot
down. It was an epic night, that night when those
seven planes came over to raid Henderson Field.
We sat near our foxholes to watch the show, ever
ready to dive below ground if the action came too
close. We saw the red flash of the flak shells
bursting in the sky, the fiery streak of tracers
reaching up into the night, and, then, like a comet,
a J ap plane bursting into flame and spinning down
into the sea. The silver fingers of the searchlights
sweeping back and forth through the blackness
feeling, probing for another-finding him-holding
him in the clear crossed beanis of light like a tiny,
shining cross, and then, suddenly, the decisive show
of tracers spitting across the sky and finding the
target and then the scream of the dying ship
hurtling to its death.
Lieutenant John Miegs, Army Air Force pilot
from New York City, was up that night in a P-38.
He brought down two of the seven planes and the
AA batteries accounted for two more. A few days
later Lt. Miegs came to our camp and told us how
it felt "up there" first hand. When we found out,
hter, that Lt. Miegs had been killed in a crash
over Bougainville we felt that we had lost a "mate."
But none of these firsts has so fresh a memory
for us as that first bomb! On the 19th of September the tropical night was like a picture in a .travelogue-clear and moonlit-and perfect for bombing. The hum of Washing Machine Charlie broke
out. We had become used to air alerts. Only a few
got up and headed for the foxhole, most of us were
reluctant to leave the comfort of our cots. Theil
we heard that sibilant swoosh of a falling comb.
Matey, we went for those holes! Mosquito bars,
tent stakes, and our best friends were obstructions
too inconsequential for consideration in the mad
rush to get below ground. "WHOOMP !" The bomb
found earth a few feet offshore. Sharpnel tore
through the tents, but no one was hit; however, in
the morning there was a long line of foxhole casualties at the sick bay waiting to have barked shins
and skinned noses patched up.
Yes, Guadalcanal was the first, but at this point
we realize that here we received an indoctrination
to battle which no stateside lecture could possibly
have achieved. We were ready to push on.
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Hospital Sign

-for awhile at least. We were headed for VELLA

All told, there were 30 enemy airfields nearby in
full operation. The infamous Tokyo Express was

LA VELLA. On 23 September, 20 days after we

making six or eight runs nightly through this re-

had landed on Guadalcanal, the first wave for Vella
La Vella was ready. Our equipment and supplies

gion. Our own fighter strip on Vella was not to
be in operation to give us protection for another

were loaded aboard two LSTs, and at 0400 of the

month.

24th the men of the 77th shoved off.
The purpose of this expedition, carefully planned,

the points where we landed and set up our camp,

Working in an area cleared of Japs was finished

._

was to build roads, bridges, hospitals, and bivouac

there were 600 to 800 well-equipped Japs. When
we landed, they were being harassed by a small de-

areas for Marine forces and set up saw mills on the

tachment of New Zealanders. The precariousness of

island. Consider the position of Vella La Vella and

our position is attested to by the fact that the 300

the difficulty of this task becomes more painfully

Seabees in this first wave were given 500 Marines

clear.

for protection.

KOLOMBANGARA, an island approximately 10

Within three hours after beaching at virgin landing points, the two LSTs carrying 77th personnel

miles to the northwest was occupied by an estimated 10,000 Japs. CHOISEUL, 20 miles northwest, was in Japanese hands, as was the nearby
island of GIZA. At that time BOUGAINVILLE,

were bombed and strafed. One suffered two direct
hits and eventually burned beyond usefulness while
our men continued to unload her. There were over

and its outlying islands in the Solomons, was a Nipponese stronghold of about 60,000 and the notorious
Jap airdromes of KAHIL!, BUNA and a Bougainville strip were within 30 minutes flying distance.

75 casualties in this action of whom 25 died. The
77th merited its first Purple Hearts this day.
Fortunately, most of our m en were at the beach
instead of on the ship when the bombs fell. An
37
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On Vella La Vella, within six miles of
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Setting foundation blocks for hospital

Laying deck

attack a few minutes earlier or later could have

ing rapidly. Suddenly, at about 1100 an air-raid

meant a heavy toll of lives. A few minutes differ-

warning was sounded, followed by an attack by an

ence could have meant that the 77th chow line

estimated flight of five Jap planes. The gun crews

would have stood on the very section of the deck

went into action immediately and shot down two of

that was pierced by a bomb. The five bombers that

the attacking planes. However, two bombs hit LST

wrought this havoc were eventualy brought down.

167, one the forward port corner of the bridge and

We are privileged to take the following excerpts

the other forward. There were many casualties. Lt.

from Lieutenant Clark's report on the First Wave:_

M. J. Korns carried out his work for over an hour

"The convoy, which included LST 167 and 484,

with only the services of his corpsmen. His efforts

left Guadalcanal at 0400, 24 September 1943, ar-

were heroic. A call for medical aid was responded

rived in Vella Gulf the next morning.

to as soon as possible and medicos from LST 484,

"LST 167 hit beach at RURAVAI about 0730 on

LST 168, New Zealander's Hospital, and Marine

opposite of bay to planned landing. A very success-

forces arrived in time to give valuable aid. The 77th

ful landing at slow speed onto the coral shelf was
made. Twenty minutes after beaching, the first

Battalion had only three men injured.

'cat' was run out. Ramps were built and access

attack had been put under control, all hands set to

roads to dispersal areas were started, trucks rolling

making camp, which included setting up tents,

off within 25 minutes after landing of 'cats.'

getting adequate water suppy, making foxholes,

"A motorized detachment of New Zealanders
using about 10 trucks proved to be a valuable

"After the confusion arising from the vicious

helped by bulldozers and draglines.

During the

night, the camp was kept in a nervous state by

factor in speeding up the unloading.
"A light upset in continuity of unloading was
occasioned by an air-raid alarm about 0930 which
proved of no importance. The slight confusion was
dissipated quickly.
"At the JUNO RIVER landing, LST 484 occasioned considerable delay through a minor beaching
on a reef. Finally, a poor landing was made. The
LST landed in such shallow water that a ramp
approximately 200 feet had to be constructed.
"At the Ruravai unloading, work was progress-

Ready for tarpaulins

the fourth day. A continuous line of new duties was
added until the balance of the battalion arrived.
A fine working morale was built up in spite of
nightly alarms, both from air attack and adjacent
sea battles. A rugged but efficient camp was established, due in large credit to Lieutenant S. Mank,
whose tireless energy allowed for a very efficient
construction organization as well."
The 77th proved itself prepared to overcome battle emergencies by the manner in which they
Excavation for underground surgery

handled the chaos resultant from the attack. The
Ship's Company personnel was badly disorganized

several air raid warnings and one bombing during

by their losses and the Marines were busy ashore

the early morning. The ship burned all night mak-

setting up defenses, so responsibility was laid

ing a clear target. Our situation was further ac-

squarely on the Bees. A few of the many heroic

centuated by continuous explosions of munitions on

actions of our men have been officially recognized

board LST 167.

by citations and bronze stars. Undoubtedly there

"During the early morning of the 26th of Sep-

were many other unrecognized instances, and of un-

tember, we moved down to the vicinity of Juno

heralded heroism. During that first hectic week

River. We struck camp immediately and rebuilt at

the First Wave had started all projects outlined in

Juno, incorporating the two landing parties into

the original orders in spite of the loss of much

one camp. The Marine units set up their camps

material and most of the food supplies.

surrounding ours on a prearranged plan.

During the expedition to Vella our government

"By the 27th, all work was in some form of

employed Mr. Gill, an Australian planter, to ac-

progress, including road crews, bridge crews, lum-

company the 77th. This man was the owner of the

bering gang, four LST landings, a temporary bridge

largest coconut plantation on Vella and also the

across Juno River to allow for crossing of fom

Lambeti Plantation, now famous in the story of the

90-mm. AA guns placed at Naravaii. During the

South Pacific because it is the site of the original

next few days crews and equipment were loaned

landing of the Marines when they captured the

to both Marine and Army units to facilitate in

strategic airfield on Munda. Mr. Gill's 30 years'

bu]ding gun emplacements and camp roads.

experience on the islands fitted him for his duties

"The road construction was in full progress by
Framing underground surgery

as guide, advisor, and liaison agent.
Interior ur.derground surgery

77th Communication Center

Unde rground Communication Center-Switchboard Built by 77th

The rescue of approximately 165 survivors from
the stricken U. S. Cruiser HELENA by the natives
of Vella was publicized in newspapers and magazines in the States. This rescue occurred shortly
before our landing on the island.
The Second Wave of the 77th shoved off from
Guadalcanal for Vella La Vella on the 29th of September 1943, one week after the first. This Wave
was composed of the main contingent of our battalion.

We shipped out aboard three LSTs and

t:hree small troop transports.
The landing of the Second Wave on Vella La
Vella was a re-enaction of the first but because
of the larger number of troops involved, the bombings were more disastrous and the casualty list
larger. The men aboard the small transports
ashore without mishap and in record time. In one
instance, the men from one ship were ashore with
their personal gear and the ship was under way
only 17 minutes after she had pulled up.
The bombers came over to harass the LSTs soon
after they were beached and while unloading was
in swift progress. The LST at Naravaii River landing was hit. The bomb pierced the upper deck and
exploded inside the ship. Seventy men were killed,
25 injured, and the ship and her cargo were set
afire. While she was burning, the Seabees continued to unload her. Later, the fire-hollowed hull
of the ship was towed, still smoking, out to sea; a
row of charred bodies and scorched cargo remained
on the beach. Today this beach is marked with a
monument erected in honor of 15 men whose names
were on the list of dead. They were members of a
New Zealand gun crew of 17.
The LST that beached at Ruravai River escaped
destruction only because a bomb that penetrated her
decks was a dud; another bomb, definitely not a
dud, was a near miss. The third of our LSTs was
strafed, but there were no casualties.
And so the First and Second Waves were in; the
troops of the two outfits were consolidated in the
new camp site located in a coconut plantation just
below Juno River. Now, security was of prime importance in camp building. The underbrush had
grown high in the neglected groves and we tucked
Reading from top to bottom: Improvised piledriver
hammer hits . . • they're down!
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our drab green tents in among the foliage cutting
only as much of the vegetation as was necessary,
avoiding any tell-tale order.
Each tent group dug a foxhole; Vella was a coral
island and the rock was but thinly covered with
top soil. The pick handles stung our hands as we
chipped out small pieces of coral. The sweat poured
into our eyes and coursed down our backs as we
worked, for we were not yet fully acclimated to
the heavy damp, tropic heat, but we got those
holes down!
We needed those holes ... we spent most of each
night in them; trying to avoid the dangers of from
six to eight air raids a night was no picnic. An
unbroken night's sleep was a blessing we were not
to enjoy for many weeks. We sat in our holes with
our heads stuck out like gophers through many
dark hours watching the bright sprays of tracers,
listening to the chatter of the 50s, and the heavy
bark of the 90-mm., waiting for the earth-shaking
"CRUMP" of the bombs. Ordinarily, we just got
up a little before daylight and went to work, taking
our sleepy eyes along with us.
Sometimes the vibrations of guns and bombs
would cause a shower of ripe, ready-to-fall coconuts in our grove. There were always some falling,
day or night, and many men wore their steel helmets at all times. A coconut falling from a 50-foot
palm deals a nasty blow! The ground was strewn
with fallen coconuts, some sprouting, some decaying.
Otfen, when a man left his tent in the unrelieved
darkness of our complete blackouts, he would come
upon a coconut in the wet grass so loaded with
phosphorous that it glowed like a silver ball. Or he
might find a weed or spray of grass that made a
weirdly beautiful bouquet-another phenomena for
our memories of the south seas.
Rain, hard driving, constant, unending rain- and
much rain meant much mud. This was a new sort
of mud; stiff gooey mud that stuck to our feet and
made them grow to the size of watermelons, so
heavy we could hardly lift them. The dozers pushed
Reading from top to bottom: Knee deep • • • Tractor
crane placing logs in position-Biporo River • • • Road
between Biporo and Ruravai Rivers.

the mud off the roads in camp and the trucks
following churned up more mud. Finally, the roads

Bridge at Mumia River

Juno River Bridge

went down three and four feet to solid rock and
the truck wheels and dozer blades could cut no
deeper, then the mud ran in from the sides and
the roads were like canals holding a sluggish flow
of mud. Always mud!
Nothing, not war nor mud, nor rain, nor being
away from home could wet-blanket the morale of
the Bees of the 77th; we had a good time. We were
not fortunate enough to obtain a movie projector of
our own, but trucks were provided to transport as
many of our men as cared to go to movies at the
New Zealand camp. Our own band was kept busy
playing for us and other groups, and one fine memorable evening a New Zealand concert group gave
an excellent show for us.
A man in the stateside areas may forget to go to
chapel services but overseas in a forward area a
man likes to be close to his God. Our chapel was
first set up in a green clearing inland from camp,
but later we were able to have it more centrally
located. Chaplain Goff met and became friendly
with a New Zealand Chaplain who had been a
missionary to the natives of Vella and Bougainville
before the war. This man held Sunday services for
the native groups, and many of us attended. What
a thrill it was to hear those clear, full Melanesian
voices singing the old familiar hymns in their native
tongue.
But all was not work, fighting, and religion, we
At left, reading from top to bottom: Temporary bridge-Biporo
River. Beginning second bridge. Below, left: Open to traffic; right,
Sawmill on Juno River.

were too typically yankee for that. We are souvenir
hunters first last and always, and we were hard at
it on Vella. No Jap aircraft crashed but what we

quickly dismantled it and set to work making

on Vella. We built three of them, and before

aluminum crosses and hearts-native wood could

moved on we saw them housing the first casualties

be polished and carved into wonderful gifts, and

from Bougainville and Choiseul. We were a part of

what could be better than ashtrays, lamps, and

the team.

'wE!

letter openers made from empty shell casings? Sea

We were beginning to show the spirit and useful-

shells were collected from the reefs and strung for

ness of our Battalion, but the individuals were com-

necklaces and bracelets or turned into brooches. We

ing to the fore; and we learned anew that what

were busy as bees-seabees.

makes the American armed

force~

superior is the

But oh, those work schedules-how we did work

fact that while each man works as a cog, no man

-all of the original schedules were met by the pre-

forgets that he has a mind of his own which should

scribed date or before. A stateside construction

be used. We earned several individual commen-

man always feels the thrill of creation when he

dations.

looks at a road or a bridge or a dam or a house

While on Vella La Vella, on 17 November 1943,

which his labor and ingenuity have made possible,

Commander C. 'T. Wende came from the 1008th

but our thrill over there was much greater. We had

Construction Battalion Detachment and relieved

turned a coral island into a humming military post.

Lt. Commander Hammond as "Skipper" of the 77th.

We had built that clean, smooth road which was

Much of the fine reputation and excellent espirit de

carrying the men and materials of war. We built

corps the 77th now enjoys can be accredited to Com-

each bridge along that road, built them of mahog-

mander Wende's firm, efficient leadership and in-

any and coconut felled in the jungle by our own

genuity.

men; our 'cat skinners snaked those trees to the

Seabee ingenuity came to the fore on Vella. Due

location, our swing cranes swung them into posi-

to the shortage of building material, many un-

tion, and our builders built the unit, conceived by

orthodox construction methods were instituted to

our officers, and dedicated to the force that was

complete facilities within the short D-Day demands.

fighting to free men. We were a part of the team.

For example, only 30 bags of cement were available

We cut the timber and operated saw mills that

to take care of the floors for the scullery, galleys,

turned out hundreds of thousands of feet of lumber

and the underground operating rooms at the hos-

used in the Bougainville campaign. A part of this

pitals. These 30 bags were stretched to cover all

lumber was used by our men who built the hospitals

needs by laying floors as thin as three quarters of

•

Coming Through

Finished Timber

Sawmill Operated by 77th and 25th NCBs

Sawmill Operated by 77th and 53rd NCBs
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Mounts Built for Mortar

Firing

an inch in depth with mixes of coral sand aggre-

One of Commander Wende's first orders was for a

gate mixed at a ratio of 11 to one.

better enlisted men's mess hall. A fine building

Here we watched the testing of a low trajectory

quickly went up and was finished just in time for

mortar set on mounts made by the 77th, a system

our 1943 Thanksgiving Day dinner. Until that time

since found useful in jungle warfare.

many of our meals had been K and C rations. This

On Vella our men were in charge of Malaria

Thanksgiving Day we left our clanking mess gear

ControL Their job was by no means an easy one.

in our tents, strolled up to our new mess hall,

They hacked their way into the almost impenetrable

picked up trays and ate like kings-turkey, olives,

depths of the jungle, cut paths to and around every

cranberry sauce-the works!

pool of stagnant water, and sprayed them with

We had just finished work on our first overseas

mosquito-laying oil, wherever possible cutting chan-

laundry, and were beginning to feel quite like state-

nels and draining off swamps. Their job was well

side citizens when the orders came to move on. We

done.

struck camp and prepared to embark for BOU-

We worked with and for the Marines most of the

GAINVILLE.

time on this island, and it was here, in so far as the
Explosion a I Sea

77th is concerned, that the feelings of mutual admiration and comradeship between Seabees and
Leathernecks was born. Each was glad to find in
the other an organization that filled all demands
made of it. Witness the Marine sign on Bougainville:
"When we r each the Isle of J apan,
With our caps at a jaunty tilt,
We'll enter the City of Tokyo
On the roads the Seabees built."
After we had done the bulk of our work for
others, we turned our attention to our own camp.
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THE 77TH AT BOUGAINVILLE
)

A Seabee raised his eyes and scanned the skies
above the coconut trees, checking carefully the
fringes of overhanging clouds. Any one of those
clouds might have contained ?- Jap Zero, for there
were plenty of Jap aircraft in this vicinity. The
77th had just filed aboard ship, stowed packs and
personal gear, and many of the men were standing
about on deck. Most of us took a last look at Vella
La Vella. There were no regrets-life on Vella had
been no picnic.
The battalion equipment, bulldozers, trucks,
motor patrols, boom cranes, and galley equipment
had been loaded on LSTs while most of the personnel boarded LCis. Uneventfully, the ships put to
sea for BOUGAINVILLE.
Never a dull moment for the 77th-that night a
storm came up, tossing the light LCis like corks
at sea. They rolled and bobbed, and at times on the
crest of high sharp waves they shuddered and
groaned (and so did we) , as thougn they would
break in two. The ships were better off than we
were-they didn't get sea sick.
Our first sight of Bougainville was a hazy protrusion of grey-green land above a misty sea on the
morning of December 10. The sky was filled with
P-38s and Corsairs, circling busily above EMPRESS
AUGUSTA BAY keeping a protective eye on our
convoy, alert for the sight of Jap planes.
We landed at Bougainville that morning. Any-

thing was possible. There were 40,000 Japs on the
island, and we knew that we might expect to fight.
We had seen enough low-level bombing and strafing at Vella and we were prepared. Our rifles and
carbines were handy. The Marines had already
established their beachhead on 15 November and
enlarged the perimeter to an approximate three
miles by three miles. The area included mostly
swampy, wet, soggy jungle. MT. BAGANA, one
of the two active volcanoes on Bougainville, protruded like a Roman nose from the mountain range
surrounding the perimeter.
'The LSTs beached near TOROKINA POINT and
the nearly complete TOROKINA AIRSTRIP which
the 71st Battalion had constructed was already
being used by our fighter planes. Unloading operations of heavy equipment and supplies began immediately.
A 77th Seabee from the LST farthest up the
beach decided to walk up the beach a couple of
hundred yards for a "leg stretch." He saw a
Marine guard standing beside a small trail leading
inland. Paying little attention to the Marine, the
Seabee started to go up the trail.
Marine: "Where you going, Buddy?"
77th Mate: "To have a look around."
Marine: "Want to see the front line?"
77th Mate: "Well, I dunno. Where is the front
line?"

Marine Drive from Camp Road
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Enough Said

Marine: See that clump of bushes over there?
Well, that's the front line."
Our mate, wide-eyed, decided he had to help
unload an LST upshore.
All the battalion, except heavy equipment operators and special details assigned to unloading the
ships, marched up the muddy road which the 25th
Battalion had recently cut through the jungle and
swamps for about three miles. In one of the swampiest, heaviest jungle growths of the perimeter near
the site of the airstrip to be built, we began making
camp in a heavy downpour of rain. The 77th was
at work again.
A galley building was erected and ready for use
within 24 hours. In the meantime we ate C and
K rations. Our first night on Bougainville was
under wet, soggy tents. Some of the men were
fortunate in having jungle hammocks procured
from Marines on Vella. A few had managed to
get their bedding and cots. Many of the men, however, just made out as best they could, sleeping in
their wet clothes on shelter halves or bare cots.
D plus two found us in better shape. Our supplies had started flowing in, hot coffee and food
were prepared for us, and we ate well. It tasted
plenty good after 36 hours of incessant tropical
rain. We could see that things wouldn't really get
dry until we got stateside again- ah, for that California sunshine!

It was so quiet we began to think the Japs had
forgotten there was a war on. Even with our experience of falling bombs on Vella, there was hardly
a foxhole dug during those first two days. Some of
the men remarked that things were too quiet. We
began to listen for sounds which simply were not
there. The expected finally came on the second night.
About 2300 the siren let loose a blood-curdling
warning of three undulations. Everybody dived for
the deck or the nearest low places. We built foxholes!
Just as we had given up hope for the sun it came
out and steamed things up a bit. It is marvelous
how quickly excess water dries off in the tropics
(and how quickly you get wet again from sweat).
The survey crews and equipment were out on the
PIVA fighter strip early and the clearing of the
jungle and earth moving began at once. We divided
the building of t he fighter strip with the 53d.
Crews were immediately assigned to this -task. The
work went on night and day. At night earth-moving equipment worked by light supplied by movable
generators and floodlights. It was sometimes hard
for the operators to hear the air raid signals.
Operators often jumped off their machines and
crawled under them for protection when they did
not have time to find a depression in the ground.
All of us worked on the strip .. Cooks, messmen,
yeomen, carpenters, electricians, all of us. The
strip had to be finished.
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Framing 77th Machine Shop

The 77th camp was located near the west end of
the Piva strip. When the strip and taxiways were ·
completed, many of the tents were acutally on the
very edge of the clearings, and when planes were
warming up, they nearly blew the tents over. The
camp site was right in the target when the J aps
got around to bombing and shelling.
After the second night of our arrival, the Nips
did get around to raiding us, almost nightly. Between the wails of our own sirens and those of the
various camps in the perimeter, which were sounded
in consecutive order, we slept only two or three
hours many nights. We often had two or three
raids a night, and it was a favorite stunt of the
Japs to pull in close enough to draw fire from our
anti-aircraft batteries and then pull just far enough
out of reach of the perimeter to be safe, simply
for the nuisance value. Some mates swore their
hair stood on end during the course of a falling
Jap bomb, others said it made cold chills run up
and down their spines like a window blind. Every
man feels for an instant as though that particular
bomb has his name written on it, and no man likes
the feeling.
77th Machine Shop

The Nips were pretty poor shots with their
bombs, as not a single one landed in our camp area
although many landed near it. We did not complain about it-in fact, we were grateful, plenty
grateful, that we were the boys with the know-how
backing them up.
The airstrips were completed well ahead of schedule. Many other projects were carried on at the
same time, and completed after the strips were finished. Other projects included the clearing of
wrecked amphibious craft from beaches, which the
Marines had left on their landing at D-Day; the
building of roads, water systems, fortifications;
the repair and maintenance of refrigeration and
other equipment of neighboring units.
During this time the air strips were being constantly used in operations against the J aps at Rabaul and Kavieng, and maintenance and repair
crews were kept busy keeping them in operation at
all times.
A captured Japanese prisoner gave the first hint
of the planned Jap offensive against our perimeter
about 1 March 1944. The 77th prepared to defend
a specified portion of the air strips. Machine gun
emplacements were completed, slit trenches dug,
and complete military organization of the area was
set up. Everything was made ready for any eventuality.
In order to keep the wheels rolling on the construction projects, morning chow was at 0515,
starting just before daybreak. On the morning of
8 March many of the men were in the mess hall
eating while others were carrying their mess gear
noisily up the jungle trails from the far corners
of the camp on their way to breakfast. Our artillery had been letting the Japs have it at regular
intervals ever since the day we landed, so we were
used to a lot of noise. There were gun positions
on all sides of our camp and their heavy blasts as
they shelled Jap positions had ceased to be startling,
so a few extra "pops" out in the direction of the
strip that morning went almost unnoticed. For a
few of us, the first sign of anything out of the rou"Grease Rack?"

77th Sick Bay
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Apron Under Construction

tine was a dog rounding a bend on the trail at top
speed, feet flying, tongue out, leaving a trail of
dust in his wake-and followed closely by a group
of Seabees moving at top speed, feet flying, tongues
out, leaving a trail of dust in their wake. A large,
ground shaking explosion at the taxiway end of
camp, followed by another and another at spaced
distances needed no explanation. They were Jap
shells coming our way, and close! The swish of one
was heard across the road from camp. For about
two hours they peppered the strip that morning
from one end to the other. A good number of our
planes nonchalantly took to the air as the shelling
progressed.
There was a lot of personal work done on foxholes when the shelling let up. Those little slit
trenches seemed so small and useless as protection
against artillery.
The Marines seemed to like Seabee chow and
Seabees in general. At almost every meal about 250
Marines from the nearby front lines used to have
chow with us. It is interesting to note that on the
first morning of the shelling all Seabees, cooks and
KPs hit their foxholes during the meal. About two
hours later when the Bees started meandering back
for breakfast they found that the veteran Marines,
who never seek cover until they see the Jap planes
overhead in an air raid, and never dive for a foxhole until they hear the shells whistling through
78

the air, had helped themselves to all the food in
sight. The Seabees took the hint and very few ever
missed a meal after that.
During the first three days we were shelled for
about an hour and a half incessantly, early in the
morning, and then on the hour throughout the day
with about an hour and a half of unceasing fire
again just after dusk.
The sick ward and sick bay foxholes were enlarged and reinforced by bringing in empty oil
drums, filling them with sand and dumping truck
loads of sand around these. We also did special
construction jobs of cutting logs for roof timbers
and covering these with sand up to two feet in
thickness. This offered protection against our own
ack-ack shrapnel as well as shrapnel thrown by the
enemy. Although ordinarily conceded to be of no
use against a direct hit, the soundness of the protection theory was upheld when a 77-mm. shell
landed on one of these foxholes in C Company,
penetrating no deeper than six inches. F. L. Henry,
who was shaving no more than 30 feet away was
seriously wounded. At the same time, H. W. Lewis
and D. Cummings were wounded. There were six
men inside the foxhole at the time, none of whom
were hurt. Five men were wounded when a shell
whizzed the full length of the camp to drop in a
tent in D Company. The third shell exploded a
truck tire right in the center of camp. The truck

Logging

Seabee Oil Cooler

Retrieving Fighter Plane

"Hoist Away"

was parked near a searchlight located about midway in the camp but the shell itself was a dud and
did not explode.
On the first morning of the shelling a Marine was
just coming into the crossroads at the gate to our
camp when the Nips dropped a shell near him. The
Marine was mortally wounded. Shrapnel from this
shell penetrated our recreation tent pitched beside
the road, shredded a mosquito net under which one
of our men was sleeping, left two holes in the seat
of his pants which were hanging on the edge of
the bed, perforated some of the band instruments in
the building and left him totally unscathed.
At chapel services, attendance held up well despite the shelling. Our chapel was used not only
for Divine Services, but also for battalion shows,
band concerts, and musicals. The chapel was a
large storage tent with rough planks for seats. A
raised platform at the front served as rostrum and
stage. The sides were open, which did not make for
great comfort during the heavy tropical rains to
which we were subjected.
More than a thousand Japanese shells landed
near our camp during the three weeks shelling
period. The nervous strain was too much for some
of our men, and they required evacuation. During
the period the 77th officers kept 24-hour patrols
on the strip and taxiways, for observations of dam-

age, and to expedite the work of keeping Piva in a
usable state.
For many of us, our stay on the island introduced
us to the phenomenon of earthquakes. The first impression of a 'quake is one of dizziness as the
ground starts to undulate and the tree tops start
swaying, slowly at first and then almost violently.
We witnessed a total of 17 earthquakes on Bougainville. Don't let anyone tell you, mate, that it isn't
a horrible experience to be in a foxhole during an
air raid and suddenly have the earth start jumping
under you.
It was quite a thrill to see our own P-38s, Corsairs, V enturas, and Liberators taking off the Piva
strips to wreak havoc on the Jap ports and installations at Rabaul, Kavieng, and on Bougainville itself. It was a thrilling experience to stand and
watch squadron after squadron of Allied planes
over our camp on a beautiful day, flying toward
J ap targets. One morning, in particular, more than
200 planes from Guadalcanal, Munda and the Bougainville strips flew over in a steady parade. Air
power displayed where it could do the most good,
and did.
An interesting show was put on for us during
the period when the Japs were attempting their
"extermination push" against the Allied perimeter.
Our TBF and Corsair dive bombers took off from
80
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the Piva strip and made runs along the hillside
about two miles up from our camp. Many of us
stood on little hillocks, or oil drums, and watched
the spectacle. Our dive bombers made their runs
methodically and power-dived onto the Jap positions. We could see the bombs leave the planes and
the explosions, fire, and smoke when a hit was
made. After having been on the receiving end for
several days, we just stood and cheered with every
hit.
Following the work of the dive bombers our artillery opened up on the enemy. Every gun that
could reach the spot of J ap troop concentration for
that "extermination push" was trained and opened
up with a deafening roar and a ground vibration
which did not let up for hours. U. S. cruisers,
standing off shore in Empress Augusta Bay, opened
up each night and sent barrage after barrage into
the Jap positions. We were going after them-and
we got them.
During the last few weeks of our stay on Bougainville, we had no more air raids. However, the
day we boarded ship to leave Bougainville for Emirau in the Bismarck Archipelago, the Japs dropped
shells on the Torokina strip, the Piva strip, and in
our old camp site. From ship deck we saw the dust
kicked up on Torokina strip from exploding shells.
Gradually, many of the men built comfortable
and even luxurious living quarters. The average

tent had accommodations for five or six men. Some
had more or less, depending on circumstances. The
tents contained cots, bedding, and personal effects
of each individual. There were no floors or accessories such as chairs, tables, or hat racks, but we
called them home, and we were well off.
Seabee field dress on Bougainville was the marvel
of marvels. The men were issued Marine field
jackets and trousers. We already had fabric
jungle hats and the usual Navy white hats, dungarees, and blue shirts. From the Army we got
field khakis. From the New Zealanders some managed to get heavy field shoes. Because of the steaming tropical weather, some men trimmed the legs
off their trousers and made shorts. Most men
worked without shirts during the day. We wore
combinations of any or all of these, and a more
motley Joking bunch would have been hard to find.
We looked rugged-truly we were rugged.
A great pastime of the Seaebes, besides playing
poker and black jack, was hobby-lobbying in the
first degree. Some were accomplished at making
rings from downed Zero plane propellers or wrecked
Corsair blades. Others made bracelets from bits
of aluminum taken from .Jap planes. Some vied to
see who could make the best looking knife handle
from clear or vari-colored plexi-glass. A few made
picture frames from rare tropical woods; others
captured and made collections of tropical insects
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Approach to MAG 24 Chapel

"Seabee News Service" carried items on battalion
accomplishments.
A work of special art and careful construction
was the Marine Air Group Chapel on Bougainville.
It was a spacious structure made of jungle timbers
and poles, artistically designed and finished with
rostrum, choir loft, and palm tree poles simulating
organ pipes. A rose window and stained-glass window imitations were painted by Seabee artists on
Engineers' tracing linen. An interesting thing
about the windows is the fact that they were blown
from the casings twice-once by concussion of Jap
bombs, once by concussion of J ap mortars. Being
cloth, they were unharmed and were replaced in
their frames.
And so once again we wer e ready to move on- to
leave again the temporary comfort of homes we
had built and to go on to scenes of other conflicts.

and lizards. Each new island was bringing with it
new things to be made.
Battalion pets included about six native dogs and
two stateside dogs. The top of the lot was a chow
named King, belonging to H. J. Moberly. In addition to being master, he was the island Romeo.
Butch, a little short-tailed dog of mixed pedigree,
which belonged to G. J. Hayes was known as the
smiling dog. He was proud to ride the dozer with
his master and was a friend of all the mates. The
native dogs were quite lazy, looking like blood
hounds with stiff, pointed ears. They were good
scrappers and generally itching for a fight.
We had many famous visitors at the 77th camp.
Admiral W. F. Halsey visited Bougainville while
we were there and inspected some of our work;
Major Torgerson, the man who sealed the Japs in
caves at Guadalcanal, was another. Major Torgerson's feats were noted in "Guadalcanal Diary."
Captain Ernie Nevers, Major Marion Carl, bagger
of 19 Jap planes, Major Stub, and Major Ernie
King, Marine aces all, visited us, as did an Australian Colonel in command of a Fijian battalion.
The 77th Battalion received considerable publicity for its work on Bougainville. In addition to
receiving mention in the Seabee book, "Can Do,"
by William B. Huie, the story of the battalion's
work under shellfire, mention of some of our living
conditions, and our invention of an ice cream
freezer were published in the San Francisco Chronicle, Chicago Daily N ews, and other newspapers
throughout the country. Reproductions of V-Mail
greetings fashioned in the jungle by men of the
77th were reproduced in a Minneapolis newspaper
and in several trade publications. Write-ups of the
battalion were made in various Seabee newspapers.
A picture of the battalion sign appeared in "Bee
Lines," Camp Peary, Virginia. At various times
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THE 77TH ON EMIRAU

Massau

The same men who pooled their skills, stamina,

and typical of the boredom we had expected. Each

and courage with such success throughout the entire

day came quietly, sun, sea, and sky, the ships of

Solomon campaign were again called upon for a

the convoy, and occasionally a :flying fish. Life belts

repeat performance. When future historians are

were issued and worn the first day, but as the heat

writing about the present war, when they examine

increased they were merely carried or sat on. We

all the records of accomplishment, of effort, of

probably would have left them elsewhere, but regu-

morale, of contributions to military success, the ex-

lations required that they be within reach. There

ploits of an outfit of this caliber will be deserving

were the endless chow lines, the recurrent calls to

of high acclaim.

quarters. At night the situation was no better. The

Our men, having had an active part in the des-

deck was lined with sleeping Seabees, and only the

perately bloody struggle waged by our forces on

use of the touch system would bring the venture-

Guadalcanal, Vella La Vella, and Bougainville, ex-

some sailor safely back to his bunk. During the

perienced certain misgivings about the contem-

day, the regulation dungarees and shirt were dis-

plated move to Emirau. For the first time we were

carded as everyone became more aware of the heat

being sent to an island that had no sacred battle-

and less concerned about "fancy" dress.

fields, no history of epic military successes. To the

As the little convoy approached the southern

majority of us it was simply an unknown, unheard

shores of Emirau on the 14th of April, a driving

of spot in the Pacific-we didn't like it much.

rain whipped along the decks. The land before us

We left Bougainville on 11 April aboard three

appeared to be slate-grey and partially concealed
by the heavy mist.

LSTs and three LCis, aware that we were again
facing the dragging monotony that is life on a

The vessels were beached, and efficient landings

The entire trip was without incident

effected with no enemy action. The landing details

troopship.
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ing the tent area, the course of roads, and vital
buildings. By nightfall, over 150 tents were up and
every man in the battalion under cover. The men
didn't talk much during these primary tasks; the
work was too urgent to be done to the tune of idle
scuttlebutt. Our only tune was the clatter of hammers and the screaming of saws that caused crates
of building materials to melt away from their ugly
heaps along the roadside. The speed of these Seabees, working individually and as a team, proved
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Administration Area

were facilitated by carefully planned loading, sup-

effic~ency

of American working methods. We did

it despite heat and mud and boredom; we did it
notwithstanding the physical and climatic strains
we were subjected to. That day we wallowed in
mud up to our ankles, tangled with jungle vines and

plemented by the fact that the entire cargo was on
wheels.

meager meal of rations, and a variety of expletives

Now that we were in a position to take stock of
what we were up against, the picture became more

to properly convey our outraged feelings, we had
just enough energy to reach our tents and flop into

drab and depressing, a little more slate-grey than

damp, soggy bunks.

endured deluges of driving rains.

Following a

the island had looked. There was no dock space,

We learned in the following days just how much

no warehouses, no nothing-just jungle, and water,

Emirau was to figure in the prosecution of the war.
The island, at the time of our landing, was the

and heat, and cargo sitting in the rain as it spilled
from the yawning mouths of the LSTs. The most

most northerly outpost in the steam-roller Ameri-

vital equipment was bucked back to the campsite.

can drive to Nippon. It was strategically situated

The blazed trails we had made were turned into a
mire of mud by the heavy rainfall, and created unforeseen difficulties in the transportation of personnel and equipment.

70 miles northwest of Kavieng, 210 miles northwest
of Rabaul, both in Jap hands, and 600 miles southwest of the formidable Japanese naval base of

Arms wielding picks, shovel, machetes, aided by

through concentrated aerial strikes was the im-

our bulldozers, worked hard to clear the jungle and
level the building sites. Crews were busy construct-

mediate object, and a Master Plan was devised
calling for two strips, three parallel taxiways and

Enlisted Men's Mess Hall

Truk. The attempt to nullify these strongholds

connecting roads, a tank farm, a complete road
system, a base hospital, flight personnel camp facilities

'

defense installations, and a communication

system. In addition, facilities for a PT base were
to be constructed. All requirements of the Master
Plan and its collateral items were completed well
within the specified time limits in a manner highly
praised. Other construction battalions participating on the island of Emirau were the 27th, 61st,
63rd, and 88th.
That slate-grey impression we got of Emirau was
certainly not agreeable; but our hasty conclusions

Opening Day of Ship Store

Pad of the Line

Laundry and Showers

were completely altered. We learned of scenery

strips there were full-length taxiways and con-

here that might have come out of a travel folder.

necting roads, operational towers and communica-

It was not long before we began to know this place.

tions facilities, warm-up areas and hardstands, and

A little exploration disclosed the tropical beauty

such field requirements as dispensaries, ammuni-

of Em.i rau. Along the perimeter of the island were

tion buildings, bomb dumps, aviation gas dumps,

sheer cliffs rising from the sea, the tops lush with

shop areas, service group shops, administration

green jungle foliage. Under the cliffs were cav-

areas, and field personnel camps. Simultaneously,

erns where the sun's rays filtered through natural

we built the camp areas for the officers, pilots, and

apertures in lofty ceilings, giving the intruder the

enlisted men of Acorn Seven.

feeling that he had suddenly stepped into a world

MAG 12 almost immediately upon arrival. It is im-

We built water storage units to chlorinate the
well-water which supplied drinking water for ourselves and other activities. We built fuel supply
facilities consisting of three 10,000-barrel tanks
and 19 1,000-barrel tanks with connecting pipelines, unloading stations, and circulating pump stations. These tank farms were located at Hamburg
and Thomas Bays. The laying of the pipeline from
the latter tanker mooring to control stations was
an especially commendable job. By far the most
hazardous jobs were the diving operations on the

possible to enumerate all the projects connected

tank farm, for treacherous barracuda and shark

with the building of a Marine Air Group, but we

were ever present in the waters. We dynamited the

can elaborate somewhat on the extensiveness of

area, and our men proceeded. Sea bees just do not

the task. In addition to the two 7,000-foot coral

stop because of hazards.

of fantasy.

Tall, leaning coconut trees lined the

beaches. The green backgrounds of the lower valleys were studded with brilliant flowers. Banana,
papaya, and mango trees were everywhere, yet not
in the symmetrical rows of the orchards of the new
world. Fruit was in profusion, and we Bees were
not the ones to resist it.
Work started on the facilities and installation of
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Taxiway and Strip

Completing Fighter Strip Taxi Way

J

Control Tower

First Night Fi·g hter Landing

The Scat area, which had a high priority because
of its task of transporting personnel, mail, and
freight in continuous runs, was rapidly built. An
ingenious Seabee devised a sign written in the
languages of the United Nations for the flight
nurses' head so that there would be no mistake
as to its use and no possible cause for embarrassment to its female occupant.
We were not a stationary group, and our mobility and efficiency were often attested to by the fact
that we were called upon for out-of--wwn job:s in
addition to the projects assigned to us on Emirau.
The first of these required flying a welding detail
of 15 men to MANUS ISLAND where they assisted
in the assembly of a Dry Dock. This dock, the
largest of its kind in the world, was floated in sections to Manus from the states. The second, and
more sensational task, was the removing of an
LCT grounded on a reef on MUSSAU ISLAND.
This job was made more difficult by the absence of
a road over which heavy equipment could be
brought to the grounded craft. In addition to this,
the rolling surf caused waves to break over the
laboring 'cats and practically drowned the operators. Despite these things, the Seabees had been
ordered to float the craft, and float it they did,
within a few hours.

Constructing Tank

skill with tracing linen and oil paints. The result
was quietly beautiful and added an overall solemnity and peacefulness to the interior. An elaborate
chandelier was constructed from six 90-mm. and 27
40-mm. shells. The entrance was a spacious porch
and was used as a band and reviewing stand during
parades. Plaques bearing the insignia of the various units of the island were placed along the
interior wall. At its conclusion, the chapel was
dedicated by both Catholic and Protestant faiths.
All was not exhausting labor. After the master
plan projects were completed, plans were made to
provide adequate r est and relaxation for t he officers
and men. An open air theater catered nightly to
a capacity house, · fair weather and foul. Outdoor
basketball courts were equipped with lighting for

The working crews of the 77th, under the supervision of Lieutenant J. G. Clark, constructed a
chapel that will stand as a monument to the fine
craftsmanship of the 77th Seabees. It was a combination of chapel, stage, and recreation center
and was unanimously agreed upon as the most
elaborate and beautiful structure in the islands.
The 40 by 120 structure, 14 feet in height from the
cement floor to the bottom of the roof framing, was
built Seabee Island style, using available materials
to the best advantage. The ventilation system was
simple, and the stage was so constructed that within
a few minutes it could be converted from a chapel
to a movie or theater stage. The altar and all other
equipment slid into a wall closet. Disappearing
footlights and a convenient dressing room were
ready for use in any stage production. The outstanding example of resourcefulness and ingenuity
was the stained glass effect as a background for the
altar. Since glass was a scarce commodity, T. B.
Preuit was again given a chance to display his

Tank Sections Going Up
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and Completed

77th Hardball Team

77th Softball Team

night games, and there were regular contests scheduled between the fives of the 77th and neighboring
units. Baseball, however, was the most popular
sport, and our games drew big crowds. We didn't
play as well as the Cards, or the Yanks, or even
the A's, but we argued as much as the Dodgers, and
that is what makes baseball what it is.
On 2 August we celebrated our first overseas anniversary with a sports tournament which featured
an exciting softball game between the officers and
chiefs of the battalion. The officers won, but the
chiefs vowed "they was robbed." The other event
of the day was a three-legged race which was won
by the Headquarters Company team.
The Commander sought relief from his exacting
job by commissioning J. G. Fraumeni to build a
sailboat which could be used for fishing trips and
excursions in the waters off Emirau. Fraumeni
built the craft according to specifications with an
overall length of 21 feet and a 5-foot, 10-inch
beam. The mast was capable of carrying 200
square feet of canvas. The only mishap in its
career occurred on 22 June when she was cast on
· a reef during a storm. "The Skipper" was quickly
patched up and again made seaworthy.
On 25 May, the battalion together with other
units on the island, gathered on the fighter strip to
witness the arrival of Admiral "Bull" Halsey in a
B-24 bomber. The admiral thanked the officers and
men of all units for their cooperation and accomplishments, and as a parting note added that he
would see us again "on the road to Tokyo."
On 9 July, General Boyd and his staff reviewed
the Army, Navy, and Marine units on Emirau, who
paraded before him arrayed in full military gear.
The exceptions to the foregoing were the mates of
the 77th who appeared in their natural statewearing the clothes of every corps in the service.
It was an auspicious occasion as Commander C. T.
Wende received a Bronze Star for skillful leadership and personal supervision in repairing the
Bougainville strip under fire. R. E. Cocron was
honored with a Navy and Marine Corps Medal for
heroism in rescuing a pilot who had crashed into
the sea. The ceremony was carried out during a
drenching tropical rain, but the men of the 77th
didn't mind a bit. They were used to being wet.
We were again ready to move on, but this trip
was going to be different. We were headed southwest for AUSTRALIA.
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Liberty Corner

After passing through the historic CORAL SEA

Camp Seabee as a receiving station; and we insti-

and the GREAT BARRIER REEF, one of the most
interesting coral formations in the world, we sighted

tuted work to send about 300 mates to the rest

AUSTRALIA. We arrived in Brisbane on 23 De-

COOLANGATTA, a seaside resort.

camps at TOOWOMBA, a mountain resort, and

cember and were immediately transported to Camp

Work was a definite part of the battalion's stay

Seabee, our home during the Australian interlude.
Camp Seabee had been in operation for about 18

in Australia. To roll up the hospital we had to
make and fill some 15,000 cases, in addition it was

months and was conveniently located only a few

necessary that we disassemble hundreds of steel

miles from the center of Brisbane, capitol of

buildings, unusually large reefers and cold storage

Queensland.

Brisbane was the service center of

plants, X-ray facilities, large laundries, steam

the Navy during the entire South Pacific campaign,
and contained many installations of great signifi-

plants, and many other important installations, as
well as the necessary work of loading all this ma-

cance.

terial on to trucks, and finally we had to assist in

The purpose of sending the 77th to Brisbane was

loading the ship and storing the surplus material

three-fold: to use its services to roll up naval
installations; to operate naval facilities; and to give

in designated warehouses. This job, as usual, was
completed before the required date, and the battal-

a degree of rehabilitation to the troops of the 77th.

ion left the hospital grounds ship-shape.

Within a few hours after our arrival we began

The next largest work projects included the ship

putting each of the three purposes into effect. We
began to roll up MOB 109 ; we began to operate

repair base, the submarine repair base, and the submarine torpedo repair unit. Each of these installa147

"Enlisted Mens' Hangout"

"Aussie Holiday"
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Australian Tram

The "Australian Episode" will be remembered
by each of us as a wonderful experience because of
the friendly attitude of the folks "down under,"
and because of the beauty of the country. The vacation periods which we enjoyed at the beaches and
in the mountains, the pleasant interludes in the
cities, all of these meant that the personnel of the
77th could go back to the forward areas refreshed
and ready for new assignments. It was with regret that we saw the time for departure approaching, but Bees must move up, and we were ready . .
The movement forward started when the engineering crews under Lt. (jg) Lester and CWO
Bendorf£ were flown by a special plane into the
Philippine area. This group was followed by
smaller groups which included the skipper, Commander C. T. Wende, who was called upon for
reconnaissance and consultant work in the forward
areas.
On May 4, the rear echelon arrived by ship from
Emirau with Lt. (jg) Carson in charge, assisted
by CWO McLoughlin with the 77th equipment.
As the rear echelon moved into Australia, four
fleet utility planes were assigned to pick up 60
special men of the 77th because of the great need

tions contained many large machine shop units,
some requiring crates as large as small bungalows.
Again the versatile 77th showed its skill by meeting D-Dates.
The 77th rendered special service in the instance
of the submarine repair base in a consultant capacity, and has been highly commended for this by
the commander of the unit. Other services included
suggested designs for their hospital installations in
the new forward areas, recommendations for specified building materials, and recommendations for a
large number of construction machinery units. We
are particularly proud of these contributions, since
the submarine repair units, through their maintenance of bases for the many subs plying the dangerous forward areas, performed one of the more
valuable services of the war.
This was only one of the many instances of Seabee cooperation. We believe that the 77th has been
particularly diligent in this direction, and our
feeling in the matter is substantiated by various
letters of commendation received from commanders
of various units for whom we have worked throughout the Pacific.
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for construction skill at the forward area. This
was the vanguard of a movement by air of the 77th
Seabee troops eventually totalling more than 300,
which was probably one of the largest airborne
troop movements in the history of the Seabees. We
moved out over a long and hazardous track of
4,000 miles, which fact attests to the value of the
77th personnel-we were needed where the going
was rough and requirements tough.
On May 15, the main body of the battalion consisting of over 600 troops with Lieutenant C. E.
Duncan, our executive officer, in charge departed
from Brisbane aboard the Venus. The trip aboard
the Venus was a challenge for the 77th. We had
met a new foe-the unconverted freighter, converted, on paper only, into a troopship. There was
barely room for our gear, and no room at all for our
bodies. We had no facilities for cooking, bathing,
drinking, or living, but we worked at correcting
that situation. We built our own galleys, set up
our reefers, constructed a head on the fan tail of
the ship, set up bunks in every conceivable place,
generated our own electricity, piped in and purified
our own drinking water, and even rigged up salt
water showers. Food was of such outstanding qual-

ity at our improvised mess that before we reached
our destination the men of ship's company were
leaving their chow lines to come stand in ours. We
were on the sea for approximately 30 days, and
though none of us will tell you the trip was wonderful, it was far from the worst time we spent on
tour.
While we were getting to the Philippines, the
rear echelon was rolling up the rest camps at Toowoomba and Coolangatta. Lieutenant Clark, as officer-in-charge, had to sandwich in the rehabilitation periods for his men between various roll-ups.
Among its other duties, the rear echelon group
lent a hand and serviced the units of its neighbors
at ABCD.
About 1 July, after completing all necessary jobs,
the remaining body of the rear echelon was divided
into 11 groups and, as fast as the planes could be
furnished, were carried forward by plane to their
new home in the Philippines.
The "Australian Episode" will go down in Battalion history as a rest period definitely earned
after some 18 months of strenuous jungle life. But
now we were ready to work again, and the Philippines were going to take the best we had to offer.

Riding Acad~my-Tweed's Head
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